Abstract
I. INTRODUCTION
THE picture performance of modern TV-sets greatly benefits from recent advances in display technology. Particularly, display resolution, geometry and size have shown major improvements with the introduction of Liquid Crystal Displays (LCDs) and Plasma Display Panels (PDPs). The currently still dominant Standard Definition (SD) video sources require spatial format conversion, i.e. an up-scaling prior to the display. Preferably, this up-conversion includes non-linear sharpening to preserve and enhance the maximum sharpness [1] .
Although up-scaling increases the image resolution, it can have a negative influence on the perceived image quality if the SD-signals are impaired by noise and/or coding artifacts. This is because the spatial up-scaling itself increases the resolution of these artifacts, while the (non-linear) enhancement tends to emphasize them. To improve the perceived quality of a video signal that is polluted with noise and artifacts 2 , additional postprocessing algorithms are often added to the video processing chain.
Despite the change of focus to visual coding artifacts, such as blocking artifacts in the field of noise reduction, reducing analogue noise such as transmission noise and film grain remains a current issue. Analogue noise reduction is typically applied at the earliest possible location in the video processing chain, thus before algorithms such as de-interlacing, frame-rate conversion, spatial scaling, and color enhancement (Fig. 1) . This is partly because it is easier to model the noise before video processing has been applied, but also because noise-reduced signals can improve the robustness of algorithms such as de-interlacing, motion estimation, and frame-rate conversion.
Current noise reduction techniques for modern TV-systems, as described in a recent overview [2] , are often based on concepts developed decades ago [3] . They adaptively try to discriminate between noise, details and edges and obtain smoothing of noise with spatial and temporal filters. Averaging noisy pixels reduces the perceived noise, but these noise reduction methods also have a disadvantage. They either reduce high frequency image content and consequently blur the image, or provide a limited reduction of the noise, as it is often difficult to discriminate between noise and low-contrast details.
In this paper, we will present a novel noise and artifact reduction method that is well suited in combination with upscaling. It uses masking instead of filtering to reduce the visibility of noise. In Section II we will discuss the influence of spatial up-scaling on noise. In Section IV the concept and implementation of noise masking are explained, after briefly discussing noise filtering in Section III. Results of this method are presented in Section V. Finally in Section VI, we will draw conclusions and discuss future work.
II. UP-SCALING
Spatial format conversion is a necessary processing step on fixed matrix displays. Because of the rapid increase of display resolution and the still dominant availability of SD video this conversion is often from a low-resolution input to a highresolution output. Up-scaling factors of 2 till 3 are not uncommon. Non-linear up-conversion methods are often preferred over linear up-sampling techniques, because they prevent the image from appearing blurred. Examples of such non-linear techniques are content adaptive up-scaling [4] and Resolution Synthesis [5] .
To analyze our video signal, consider a noisy SD signal f SD (x,n) , where x indicates a 2D sample position in a frame and n indicates the frame number, and assume that f SD (x,n) comprises a video signal v SD (x,n) and a noise signal n SD (x,n), i.e.:
Depending on the type of noise, n SD (x,n) can be a function of v SD (x,n) . In general, the characteristics of v SD (x,n) and n SD (x,n) differ in their spectral distribution. Typically, in v SD (x,n) low spatial frequencies are dominant, while n SD (x,n) has a broad contribution to the spectrum, often considered "white". This is illustrated in Fig. 2 which shows the twodimensional amplitude spectra of both signals. The amplitude spectrum of f SD (x,n) will be denoted as F SD (u,n) , where u indicates a two dimensional frequency. Similarly, we will define the spectrum of the video signal and the noise signal as V SD (u,n) and N SD (u,n), respectively. Spatially re-sampling the video signal at a higher sample rate and applying the correct filtering [6] up-converts f SD (x,n) to a high definition video signal f HD (y,n), where y indicates the sample position in the up-converted image that corresponds to position x. The amplitude spectrum of a linearly up-converted signal, F HD (v,n), closely resembles the amplitude spectrum of F SD (u,n) , with the exception of a shift of the Nyquist frequency [7] and also possible suppressed repeats. In practice, the spectrum might differ slightly due to non-ideal filtering.
In contrast to linear up-conversion, non-linear up-conversion, that applies sharpness enhancement, adds frequency components to the input spectrum. Typically, sharpness enhancement includes two processing steps that both influence the amplitude spectrum: a boost of the high spatial frequencies of the input signal, and the creation of harmonics at edges [8] , which are a result of the steepness increase of edges. The two dimensional amplitude spectrum of a linearly and a non-linearly up-converted image are shown in Fig.3 .
In order to explain the effect non-linear up-conversion has on noise we split the spectrum in three parts, a low-frequency part Λ containing mainly V SD (u,n), a mid-frequency part Φ where the amplitude of N SD (u,n) is dominant and a remaining high-frequency part Ψ bounded by the input and output Nyquist frequencies, as indicated in Fig. 4 .
If a video signal contains noise, non-linear up-conversion can have a negative influence on the signal-to-noise ratio. To appreciate this, we consider the contributions of V HD (v,n) and N HD (v,n) of the non-linear up-converted video signal that corresponds to the amplitude spectrum of v HD (y,n) and n HD (y,n), respectively.
Firstly, the frequencies in Φ of V HD (v,n) and N HD (v,n) are amplified by boosting the high frequencies of the input signal. This results in a reduced signal to noise ratio, as N HD (v,n) , on the average, has a higher amplitude in this part of the spectrum compared to V HD (v,n) .
Secondly, steepening edges to improve the perceived sharpness is not straightforward if the input signal contains noise. Edge enhancement relies on the ability to correctly detect edges, which becomes increasingly difficult with increasing noise strength [9] . Steepening an incorrectly detected edge will result in an increase of noise artifacts.
Thirdly, up-scaling increases the resolution of the noise artifacts, increasing the correlation between neighboring pixels. A close-up of an example is shown in Fig. 5 . As illustrated in Fig. 4 , this results in a spectrum N HD (v,n) that no longer extends to the output Nyquist frequency. In other words white noise is no longer white after up-scaling. 
III. NOISE FILTERING
Reducing noise in a noise impaired video signal has been a research topic for decades [10] . In this section we will briefly discuss the noise filtering concepts that are common in consumer television systems. Furthermore, we will discuss why these methods can be non-optimal in combination with spatial format conversion.
A vast variety of noise reduction methods currently exists, often including the following processing steps:
• Estimation of the amount of noise,
• Discrimination between noise, details, and edges, • Reduction of noise by means of filtering. These methods often, implicitly, or explicitly make certain assumptions about the signal and noise characteristics such as:
• The video information signal is mainly concentrated at the low frequency part of the spatial spectrum, • The spectrum of noise is broad, and can be assumed white, • Noise is mainly visible as a high frequency signal. The performance of a noise reduction algorithm is often limited to the extent to which these assumptions are correct. For instance, a noise estimation algorithm that calculates the amount of noise on the standard deviation of neighboring pixel differences [11] tends to return unreliable results if the noise spectrum is not white.
Optimal noise reduction should take the scaling factor into account, as well as any other video processing algorithm that influences noise. Therefore, we propose to apply noise reduction at the very end of the video processing chain. A novel noise reduction method is presented in the next chapter which is specifically targeted to reduce up-scaled noise. This method, deviates from common noise reduction methods, for it uses masking instead of filtering to reduce the visibility of noise.
IV. NOISE DIFFUSION
Masking of noise and artifacts can be used as an alternative to methods that use filtering. In this section, we will discuss the concept and a practical implementation. Masking of noise is added at the very end of the video processing chain as depicted in Fig. 6 , i.e. after the spatial scaling and picture enhancement as shown in Fig.1 .
The concept of masking a signal with a second signal is well known in the field of visual perception. It is based on the observation that the background on which a stimulus is shown largely determines its visibility.
Experiments have shown that the visibility of a signal can be either masked or facilitated by adding a second signal [12] .
The masking ability of the second signal depends on the similarity in the spatial frequency domain and its orientation (or vertical and horizontal phase) compared to the signal that is to be masked. As such, a signal can be added after upscaling that aims at maximizing the masking of n HD (y,n) and minimizing the masking of v HD (y,n) . This has been achieved by developing an algorithm called noise diffusion that generates such a masking signal.
Noise diffusion reduces the visibility of the frequencies in Φ by adding frequencies in Ψ using an implementation similar to that of error diffusion [13] . Error diffusion is commonly used for reducing the visibility of quantization artifacts, which are often spatially low frequent (i.e. spatially correlated) errors. It de-correlates the quantization errors using an error-filtering scheme as illustrated in Fig. 7 .
We will show how error diffusion can be adapted to reduce the visibility of up-scaled noise instead of reducing the visibility of quantization errors, i.e. how to de-correlate n HD (y,n) instead of a quantization error. Similar to error diffusion this results in a high frequent signal that extends to the output Nyquist frequency, as depicted in Fig. 8 .
Clearly, we need a method to obtain n HD (y,n) from f HD (y,n). Therefore, a signal e HD (y,n) is derived from f HD (y,n) instead. Similar to error diffusion, e HD (y,n) is added to f HD (y,n), while a filtered version of e HD (y,n) is recursively subtracted.
A basic implementation of this noise masking scheme is shown in Fig. 9 .
The error signal e HD (y,n) is added to the up-scaled video image f HD (y,n), using an error diffusion scheme. The clipping operation prevents the output signal to reach values outside the input range after adding the error signal. The error signal is obtained in a three step process from f HD (y,n) as illustrated in Fig. 10: First, a rough separation between frequencies in Λ and Φ is performed by applying a high-pass filter on f HD (y,n) . The high-pass filter is chosen such that it mainly contains high frequency input noise, i.e. n HD (y,n). Therefore, the cut-off frequency depends on the up-scaling factor and the amount of noise. Next, the signal is non-linearly distorted using:
This generates a binary distributed signal containing harmonics of n HD (y,n). Third, the amplitude of the signal is adjusted with gain A to match the global noise strength. A is determined by a noise estimator that measures the noise strength on f SD (x,n) . Adding e HD (y,n) effectively generates a masking signal with a broad spectrum, while the error filter guarantees that only high frequencies are added, similar to error diffusion.
V. RESULTS
A close up of the output image, resulting from the processing of the picture given in Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 11 above the image without noise diffusion. An up-scaling factor of 2 is used for this example. The two-dimensional amplitude spectrum is given in Fig. 12 . We observe that high frequency components are added extending the spectrum to the Nyquist frequency of the output sampling grid, as sketched in gray in Fig.8 .
Subjective tests were conducted using 19 expert and nonexpert viewers in a controlled environment that simulates living room conditions. Three example SD sequences (see Appendix) containing film grain and transmission noise have been shown on a 30-inch LCD-TV system that applies nonlinear up-scaling to its display resolution of 1280x768 pixels. Sequences both with and without noise diffusion were presented simultaneously in a paired comparison test [14] , and the viewers indicated their preference in terms of image quality.
The results of the subjective assessment, presented in Table  I , show that the results from our proposed noise diffusion algorithm is preferred. All ranking results from the subjective tests have been translated into quality scales using a Probitregression model [15] . We emphasize that the values on the quality scale are relative values, related to the percentage of people that rank one sequence above the other.
The statistical significance of the difference in quality has been further evaluated with a post-hoc test. The resulting confidence intervals (Table I ) indicate the quality increase for sequence 2 was not significant, while for the sequences 1 and 3 it is significant. Although further research is required, we expect the quality difference of sequence 2 to be insignificant because the sequence contains only a small amount of noise.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a novel method to mask noise, named noise diffusion, as an alternative to noise filtering for reducing the visibility of noise and artifacts. Noise diffusion is wellsuited for noise reduction on display systems that include spatial up-conversion such as large screen LCD and PDP TVsystems.
An implementation of this method that can be added to the end of the video processing chain has been presented, which is based on error diffusion.
Subjective assessments have shown the method increases the perceived video quality of noise impaired video sequences with a preference probability of 0.64. More extensive experiments are required to accurately quantify the effectiveness of this algorithm and to compare it with other noise reduction algorithms. Fig. 13 shows a photo of the setup that was used for the subjective assessment. It shows a paired comparison on a single display. Either on the left or the right half of the picture noise diffusion was performed. Fig. 14 shows a snapshot of the three sequences that have been used for the test. 
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